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Rational design of water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) is a valuable complement to the tra-
ditional empirically driven approach used to improve the catalytic performance of existing
catalysts. The validity of those predictions depends on the applied simulation protocol and
its capability to account for all relevant aspects of the catalytic system. Commonly used
approaches often only include an approximative treatment of solute-solvent interactions and
neglect dynamic effects occurring at ambient temperature. In order to go beyond those
limitations we rely on a density functional theory based molecular dynamics (DFT-MD)
simulation protocol which shows that the inclusion of those effects is essential in order to
understand the O–O bond formation process in various facets. In this work we focus on
the effects of a modification to the Py5 ligand framework of a Ru-based WOC. Previously,
it has been suggested that increasing the basicity of the pyridyl subunit results in a lower
activation barrier for the O–O bond formation [Dalton Trans. 2018, 47, 10780-10490]. We
take advantage of the metadynamics method to efficiently explore the O–O bond formation
event using DFT-MD. This allows us not only to investigate in detail the beneficial effect
an increased basicity has on the O–O bond formation, but also to rationalize its origin and
complexity that is in part found in the structure of the first solvation shell of the catalyst.
Keywords: water oxidation, homogeneous catalysis, density functional theory,
artificial photosynthesis, molecular dynamics, enhanced sampling
Introduction
The development of renewable energy sources is one of the greatest challenges faced by
our society. Among the many possible solutions, artificial water splitting promises to be
particularly viable since its products can be used as ‘green’ fuel. The chemical reactions
associated with this process are the water oxidation and the water reduction, for which
specific catalysts have been developed. In-depth knowledge of the electronic structure of
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those catalysts and the underlying reaction mechanisms are a prerequisite for informed design
of novel catalysts.
In a previous study we had investigated in detail the kinetics and thermodynamics of
a Ru-based water oxidation catalyst (WOC) bearing a pentapyridyl ligand (Py5R = 6,6′′–
(R-(pyridin–2–yl)methylene)di–2,2′-bipyridine), where R is either a methyl or methoxyl sub-
stituent (see Figure 1).1,2 The combination of both experimental results and simulations
applying density functional theory (DFT) allowed us to rationalize how a seemingly chem-
ically innocent ligand modification can alter the catalytic performance. We confirmed that
the O–O bond formation, that is commonly assumed to be the rate-limiting step of the
water oxidation process, was hardly effected by the nature of the ligand. On the other hand,
the dissociation of the chlorido ligand turned out to be different amongst the two (see Fig-
ure 1).1,2 Intrigued by this observation, we computationally screened a series of chemical
modifications of the dangling pyridyl subunit. Such moiety is expected to act as an in-
tramolecular base which enhances the nucleophilicity of the water molecule, that in a water
nucleophilic attack (WNA) mechanism forms the O–O bond with the metal-oxo species.2
The introduction of an intramolecular base is a design criteria that is known to facilitate
the O–O bond formation.3–6 We found a correlation of the activation energy on the steri-
cal demand and the electron donating or withdrawing effect of the substitutes. The most
promising modification turned out to be a methoxyl group in para position to the nitrogen
atom of the pyridyl subunit {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} (see Figure 1).2 Please note, to this
date {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} has not yet been sythesized.
Modifying the ligand framework of existing catalysts in order to improve their efficiency
has also been used in other in silico design studies.7 The highly efficient WOCs developed by
Sun and co-workers featuring e.g. the bda (2,2′-bipyridine-6,6′-dicarboxylic acid) ligand were
studied in great depth and various modifications to the ligand-framework were proposed.8–12
Other polypyridine based mononuclear Ru-based WOCs were studied as well.13–16 The iden-
tification of the appropriate descriptors to compare properties of the different catalysts is
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often challenging and requires in depth knowledge of the WOCs and its properties, as it is
the case for the catalysts at hand.2,17,18
The methods commonly used in the field are based on DFT geometry optimizations.
This was also applied in our previous study2 where the conductor-like-screening-model
(COSMO)19,20 was used to approximately account for solvent-solute interactions. Such
an approach does not allow to fully account for ambient temperature and environmental
effects.21–26 This approach will be referred to as static-DFT in the following.
Recently, we therefore went beyond common restrictions of static-DFT approaches by
using DFT-based molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, also known as ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD), to model the O–O bond formation for {Ru(Py5OMe)}, the native
form of the WOC, in a box of explicit water molecules.27 To facilitate the observation of
this rare event, we took advantage of enhanced sampling techniques such as Bluemoon 28–30
and well-tempered metadynamics (WT-MetaD).31–35 Those simulations allowed us to dissect
the complexity of the O–O bond formation by a WNA where multiple bonds are broken
and formed at the same time. Furthermore, we showed that the intramolecular base plays
a crucial role in the chemical reaction at hand, and that a base-assisted WNA is the en-
ergetically favorable pathway.27 The availability of a proton acceptor such as a pyridine or
carboxylate allowed in several cases the determination of the activation barrier without the
use of sampling methods.2,5,36–38 However, those static-DFT approaches often require the
inclusion of several solvent molecules that act as proton relays and results can be biased by
the initial guess for the geometry optimization.
The complexity and size of most WOCs limit the application of computationally de-
manding enhanced sampling techniques using AIMD. Nonetheless, there are several exam-
ples where the O–O bond formation has been studied. A base-independent WNA on the
oxo-ligand of a Ru-based WOC was studied by Vallés-Pardo et al.39 and Piccinin et al.40
In both works MetaD is used to facilitate the O–O bond formation. For the two sys-
tems, a mono-nuclear transition metal complex and a tetranuclear polyoxometalate that
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follows a single-site mechanism, activation energies of 102 kJ/mol39 and 94 kJ/mol40 were
reported. This is significantly larger than the activation energy of 69 kJ/mol reported for
{Ru(Py5OMe)}, highlighting the importance of an appropriate proton acceptor.27 Govin-
darajan et al. simulated the WNA and its associated hydrogen bonding network by the
Bluemoon method, where they find the activation energy for the O–O bond formation un-
affected by an additional solvent molecule that acts as proton relay.41 In two consecutive
studies, Shao et al. used the Bluemoon method to model the WNA where either a solvent
molecule or a hydroxide act as the proton acceptor. Some analogies to the current work will
be discussed later (see Section Characteristics of the FES).42,43
Besides the WNA, the interaction of two metal oxo species (I2M), sometimes also referred
to as radical coupling (RC), is a common proposed mechanism for the O–O bond formation
and was studied employing e.g. the empirical valence bond (EVB) model.44,45 Due to the
spatial requirements of the Py5-ligand the I2M was not considered for {Ru(Py5OMe)}.1,2
Other proposals for mechanisms studied by enhanced sampling methods can be found in
Refs.46,47 It is worth mentioning that studies on Ru-based WOCs, that possess a similar
polypyridyl based ligand framework, have suggested that the metal oxo-species can un-
dergo an oxygen-atom transfer reaction with its pyridyl ligands forming a metal coordinated
pyridyl-N-oxide.46,48–50 An analogue reaction could also be imagined in the case of the Py5-
based WOCs, but has not been considered so far in previous studies and is beyond the scope
of the current study.
In this study we perform forefront well-tempered metadynamics (WT-MetaD)33 simu-
lations based on AIMD for {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}, thus combining the in silico design
approach with a sophisticated dynamic computational approach for the description of the
solvent-solute interactions and other effects beyond the commonly used static picture assum-
ing a temperature of 0 K. In doing so we elucidate in detail the effect of the increased basicity
of the dangling pyridine on the O–O bond formation. Having already performed analogous
simulations for the native form of the WOC, namely {Ru(Py5OMe)}, does allow for a
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direct comparison of the two WOCs and quantification of the differences, which provides
valuable novel insight as a basis for informed design of such catalysts.
Methods
Computational Settings
All AIMD simulations were performed employing the CP2K program package (revision
18464).51 All atoms were described by the DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH basis sets52 as well
as the corresponding GTH-PBE pseudo potentials.53 The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional54 together with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction,55 and
a cutoff of 800 Ry for the auxiliary plane wave basis set were used. The simulations were
performed in the NVT ensemble with a time-step of 0.5 fs, where the temperature was kept
constant at 300 K by a Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat.56,57 Those are the same settings as the
ones used in our previous study.27 For all simulations a cubic simulation cell with a side length
of 14.56 Å, that contains the metal-oxo species of the catalyst ([RuVO(pOMePy5OMe)Cl]2+)
as well as 107 H2O molecules, was employed. Initially, the size of the simulation cell was
determined for the unmodified catalyst ([RuVO(Py5OMe)Cl]2+) through NPT simulations
at 1 bar and 300 K, subsequent equilibration at 300 K in the NVT ensemble resulted in
the initial structures for the enhanced sampling calculations. Relevant structural represen-
tations of the different intermediates were obtained by employing the clustering algorithm
implemented in the VMD58 plugin METAGUI.59
For a number of selected frames that are representative of the O–O bond formation
localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) were obtained using Turbomole version 7.3.60 For this
purpose, all solvent molecules were removed and only the catalysts and the nucleophile
were considered. The LMOs were obtained at the BP86-D3/def2-TZVP61–63 level of theory
applying the Forster-Boys localization.64 Relevant LMOs were identified by the Mulliken
contributions (> 10%) of the atoms involved in the bonds of interest i.e. Ru–Ooxo, Ooxo –Ow ,
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Ow –H and N–H for the labeling of the atoms, see Figure 1). The same LMO analysis
was also performed at the PBE-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory, where we find only minor
differences compared to the results obtained with BP86-D3 (see Figure S5 and S6 in the
Supplementory Information). In addition the shared electron numbers (SENs) were analyzed
for these bonds. This analysis is based on modified atomic orbitals, that were obtained using












{Ru(RPy5OMe)} R = OMe or H 
Figure 1: Ball-stick visualization of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} and a single solvent molecule
that acts as the nucleophile. For clarity sake no other solvent molecules are shown.
Metadynamics
All MetaD simulations were performed using PLUMED (version 2.4.3),66 together with
CP2K(revision 18461).51 In order to facilitate the sampling, we used six independent walkers
all of which contributed to the same metadynamics bias potential.67 Further, the WT-MetaD
formalism together with rigorous error analysis was used to enforce the convergence of the
simulation.33 Initially, Gaussians with a height of 1 kJmol−1 were added to the bias potential
at a pace of 50 steps (i.e. every 25 fs). The bias factor (γ) of the WT-MetaD was set to 25 in
order to allow the sampling of barriers with a height of approx. 60 kJmol−1. In addition, de-
pending on the employed CV, restraining potentials were added in order to limit the sampling
space to a meaningful one (see Section ‘Restraining Potentials’ in the Supplementary Infor-
mation). For further details on the simulation protocol see Ref.27 In the course of this work
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we performed some additional post-processing on the previously published data27 in order
to allow for direct comparison with the MetaD simulations of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}.
Results and Discussion
In the following sections we will describe the O–O bond formation for
{Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} and the differences in this reaction when the reaction is
catalyzed by {Ru(Py5OMe)}. To assure the validity of the comparison we employ the
same simulation protocol as in our previous study.27 The collective variables (CVs) used
to describe the reaction are the distance of the oxo-ligand (Ooxo) and the oxygen of the
nucleophile (Ow) d(Ooxo –Ow) (CV1) and the difference in the coordination number (CN)
of the base (CN(NH)) and the nucleophile (CN(OwH)), ∆(CN(NH)−CN(OwH)) (CV2).
While CV1 is used to monitor the bond formation, CV2 keeps track of the proton transfer
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information for a graphical representation of WOCs and
the labeling of the key fragments). Analogous system specific definitions of the CVs had
already been successfully applied previously.40
In our previous study we had thoroughly assessed the convergence of the MetaD simu-
lation.27 Here, we apply the same standards defined there. The strongest indication of the
convergence of the simulation is the reoccurrence of the O–O bond formation event within
multiple individual walkers (see Figure 2). Further, projecting the free energy surface (FES)
onto the degrees of freedom that were biased over the course of the MetaD simulation can
give an indication of convergence (see Figure 3 and Figure S2). Standard deviations were ob-
tained as described in our previous work, by performing block averages over the concatenated






























































































Figure 2: Left: Time-trace of the Ooxo –Ow distance for different walkers of
{Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}. The blue horizontal line indicates the formation of the O–O
bond. Right: Time-trace of CN(NH) - CN(OwH) of the same simulation. Formation of the
hydroperoxo species is indicated by the horizontal blue line. Note the horizontal lines merely
serve as a visual guideline rather than a strict assignment of states.








































Figure 3: Left: One-dimensional free energy profile as a function of the Ooxo –Ow distance
for {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} and its respective standard deviation. Right: One-dimensional
free energy profile as a function of the CN(NH) − CN(OwH) CV of the same simulation.
Note the free energy profiles shown here were obtained by reweighting procedures accounting
for the additional bias imposed by the restraining potentials.
Characteristics of the FES
Minimum energy pathways (MEPs) on the reconstructed FES describing the O–O bond
formation event were obtained by using minimum energy pathway analysis for energy land-
scapes (MEPSA).68 The standard deviation of the MEP was obtained by projecting the final
MEP on the FESs of the block analysis method (see Figure 4, 4 blocks used, and Figure S3).
The FES reconstructed from the MetaD simulation of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} explores
analogues intermediates as the one described for {Ru(Py5OMe)} in Ref.27(see Figure 5).
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The MEP describes the formation of the O–O bond by starting from the reactant (R), where
the nucleophile and the catalyst do only weakly interact. Hydrogen bonding of the nucle-
ophile to the intramolecular base leads to a pre-orientation of the nucleophile in the so-called
associated reactant (AR) state. From there, in a concerted manner the Ooxo –Ow and the
N–H bond are formed, and the Ow –H bond is broken leading to the transition state (TS)
and the desired product (P), a hydro-peroxo species. The P state itself is prone to proton-
reshuffling reactions. The latter takes place between the base and the hydro-peroxo ligand
as well as the surrounding solvent. This leads to the formation of the deprotonated base-
assisted state (P1) where one proton is transfered to the solvent while the other is shared
among the base and the ligand. Upon transfer of the shared proton to either the ligand
or the base, the base-independent product (P3) or the peroxo species (P2) is formed. The
spontaneous deprotonation of the hydro-peroxo species has also been observed by Shao et
al. independently of the nature of the proton acceptor i.e. H2O or OH
– .42,43 The P2 species
is the next intermediate towards the release of molecular oxygen. The corresponding CV2
value of 0.5 indicates that there is still significant hydrogen bonding between either the pro-
tonated base or solvent molecules, which goes along with an average d(Ooxo –Ow) distance of
1.21 ± 0.07 Å, that is closer to molecular hydroperoxide (1.47 Å) than to molecular oxygen
(see Tables S3 and S4 in the Supplementary Information for a further characterization of the
P2 state).42,69
Comparing the energetics of the MEPs reveals a clear preference for
{Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} over {Ru(Py5OMe)}, as suggested by our earlier study
applying static DFT simulations (see Table 2 and Figure 6).2 The difference between the
two MEPs is caused primarily by the breakage of the Ow –H bond and the formation of the
N–H bond, respectively. In the case of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} this happens at larger
Ooxo –Ow distances suggesting a stronger interaction of the base and the nucleophile. The
deprotonation of the nucleophile facilitates the O–O bond formation, as can be seen from
the energetic plateau that is reached when the proton is shared between the nucleophile
10
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Figure 4: Visualization of the MEP for the O–O bond formation on the FES of
{Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} (solid line) and {Ru(Py5OMe)} (dashed line) both following
the base-independent mechanism. The orange pentagons correspond to the AR, TS and







































































Figure 5: Schematic overview of the reaction network connecting the observed states. Note
that P and P1 co-inhabite the same free energy basin in our simulation and thus are virtually
indistinguishable.
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and the base (CV2 ≈-0.75) (see Figure 4). At this stage the O–O bond formation is almost
barrier free due to the proper spatial orientation of the nucleophile. This is not the case for
{Ru(Py5OMe)} where a clear energetic difference between the pre-oriented nucleophile
and the transition state was found.27
In the case of {Ru(Py5OMe)} inspection of the FES suggested the base-independent
WNA to be energetically comparable to the base-assisted WNA.27 However, for
{Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}, the base-assisted pathway is energetically favorable by more than
10 kJ/mol. The energetic inequality of the two pathways can also be shown by reweighting
the FES using a three-dimensional reaction coordinate. By means of reweigthing one can
rewrite the FES in any reaction coordinate that is a function of the atomic position. The
more uncorrelated the new reaction coordinate is with respect to the ones biased the larger
would be the error in the statistical description of said coordinate. Here the protonation
state of the base, represented by the CN(NH), is used to understand if the reaction can oc-
cur in a base independent pathway since this CV is highly correlated to the biased ones. A
base independent pathway is energetically unfavorable, as can be seen from the FESs where
the MEP connecting the R and P state involves the protonation of the base, while there is
no lower energy passage connecting R and P3 (see Figure 7).
In our previous work, we compared the energetics of the extrema obtained by static DFT
calculations with the ones from the MEP analysis of the FES as well as those from the
projected FES.27
A direct comparison of the activation energies obtained by static-DFT employing implicit
solvation and AIMD simulations using explicit solvation is not straight forward. On the
one hand, both methods use different levels of approximations to account for solute-solvent
interactions. On the other hand, AIMD naturally includes the dynamics of both the solvent
and the solute at a given temperature that are not accounted for in static-DFT. In order to
allow a comparison between the two methods we do not only compare the energetics, but
more importantly we project the structures obtained by static-DFT onto the FES in order to
12

























Figure 6: MEP of the base-assisted O–O bond formation of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} and
{Ru(Py5OMe)} obtained from the MetaD simulations. An estimation of the error of the
MEP is shown together with exemplary structures along the reaction coordinate. Those
were obtained by the clustering algorithm implemented in METAGUI 3.0.59 For clarity sake
only the nucleophile is shown.
evaluate their energies at the same level of theory (see Schilling et al. for a more exhaustive
comparison of the methodologies).
Both studied compounds, {Ru(Py5OMe)},27 and {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}, show a
reasonable agreement of their energetics and structures among the two vastly different meth-
ods. The main difference is the relative stability of the P state, which was identified to be
over-stabilized in the static DFT approach (see section ‘Structural Features of the Extrema’
in the Supplementary Information for a detailed comparison of the structural features).
Comparing the activation energies of the O–O bond formation of the two catalysts ob-
tained by the different methodologies reveals that in all cases {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} is
superior to {Ru(Py5OMe)} (see Table 2). This effect is stronger within the MetaD
framework as can be seen from the free energy differences of the TS state among the
two catalysts (∆TSH−OMe = 29 ± 3 kJ/mol, where H represents {Ru(Py5OMe)} and





Figure 7: FES of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} reconstructed using the biased CVs (CV1 and
CV2) as the x- and y-axes. Additionally, a third dimension, the coordination number of
the base nitrogen with any hydrogen (CN(NH)) (z-axes), is used to visualize the preferred
reaction path. Note that the path shown in the graph only serves as a visual aid and does
only qualitatively correspond to the MEP shown in Figure 4.
(∆TSH−OMe = 16 kJ/mol). This difference is in part reflected by the relative stability of
the AR projected on the FES (∆ARH−OMe = 17 ± 2 kJ/mol). This suggests that in case
of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} the increased basicity leads to an energetically favorable pre-
orientation of the nucleophile prior to the O–O bond formation. Employing Bluemoon 28
simulations, it was shown recently that not only intramolecular bases but also the introduc-
tion of a basic molecule such as hydroxide in the solvation shell leads to lower activation
barriers for a WNA.43 In these simulations the TS was localized at a larger O–O distance
indicating a stronger interaction between the nucleophile and the oxo-species. This is rem-
iniscent of the MetaD simulations discussed here where the O–O distance in the TS is
elongated in the case of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}. Shao et al. also reported a significant
stabilization of the P state with respect to the TS, which is likely attributed to the protona-
tion of the anionic solvation shell.43 This is not the case for the WOCs studied in this work,
where the solvation shell is either neutral or cationic upon protonation.
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Table 1: Free energy differences for the R, AR, TS and P state obtained from the MEP
of the FES. Standard deviations are given for all free energies obtained from a statistical
ensemble. All values given are in kJ/mol.
R AR TS P
static {Ru(Py5OMe)}2 0 29 65 26
static {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}2 0 26 49 13
static on FES {Ru(Py5OMe)}27 0 31 ± 1 72 ± 2 63 ± 2
static on FES {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} 0 14 ± 2 45 ± 2 38 ± 2
MEP {Ru(Py5OMe)}27 0 ± 2 - 69 ± 2 62 ± 2
MEP {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} 0 ± 2 - 40 ± 2 35 ± 2
The Effect of the Increased Basicity
The main difference between {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} and {Ru(Py5OMe)} is the in-
creased basicity of the pyridyl subunit. This can be rationalized by the fact that the in-
troduction of a methoxy group in the para position of a pyridine leads to an increase of its
basicity by 1.5 pKa units.
70 The pKa value of the dangling pyridyl has so far not been deter-
mined by experiments since no catalytic intermediates were isolated. It can be expected that
the basicity of the pyridyl subunit increases upon the introduction of the para substituent.2
Under certain experimental conditions this could lead to the protonation of the dangling
pyridine which would prevent it from participating in a base-assisted WNA mechanism.1
However, this species would have a higher overall charge which would render the oxidation
reactions required to reach the catalytically active RuV ––O state energetically more demand-
ing. Taking these considerations into account and also to be consistent with our previous
studies,2,27 we simulate the O–O under neutral conditions i.e. neither any solvent molecule
nor the pyridyl subunit were protonated at the beginning of our simulations.
So, how does the introduction of the methoxy group affect the O–O bond formation? The
individual contributions of CV1 and CV2 to the MEP (see Figure 8) allow us to assess the
influence of the pyridyl-modification on the O–O bond formation process. The projection of
the MEP as a function of the Ooxo –Ow distance (CV1) reveals three distinct phases of the
entire process. In the initial phase, the nucleophile is oriented properly for the O–O bond
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formation by forming a hydrogen bond with the intramolecular base, in the later referred to
as pre-organization. In the second phase, the proton is partially transfered to the base while
the Ooxo –Ow distance remains constant at about 2.2 Å (proton-transfer). In the final phase,
the length of the O–O bond is further reduced (O–O bond formation), while the proton is
completely transfered to the base. Comparing the MEP energy profile of the two catalysts
(see Table 2) reveals that the increased basicity primarily facilitates the first step of the bond
formation process and has only a minor influence on the energetics of the proton-transfer
and final O–O bond formation. The role of the intramolecular base therefore goes further
than simply increasing the nucleophilicity of the attacking water molecules, since it is also
responsible for properly orientating a solvent molecule in order to initialize an O–O bond
formation. Comparing the MEPs as a function of CV2 leads to the same conclusion, namely
that the largest energetic difference among the two catalysts is found in the initial phase of
the reaction. However, the nature of the CV that monitors both the protonation state of
the intramolecular base and the nucleophile make a clear distinction of different phases not
expedient.
Table 2: Free energy differences obtained for the different phases of the MEP, if projected
as function of CV1. All values given are in kJ/mol.
phase {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} {Ru(Py5OMe)}
1 pre-organization 15 ± 1 34 ± 1
2 proton-transfer 22 ± 1 25 ± 2
3 O–O bond formation 3 ± 1 9 ± 3
TS 40 ± 2 69 ± 2
The effect of the increased basicity on the pre-organization step of the O–O bond for-
mation can also be seen from the FES reweighted according to the minimal N–H distances
(see Figure 9). On one hand, the FESs of both catalysts possess minima for the P, P1,
P2 and P3 states in the same regions of the CV space, implying that altering the basicity
of the intramolecular base does not significantly alter the reaction pathway. On the other
hand, the local minima corresponding to the R state, i.e. free water, are found at signifi-
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cantly shorter N–H distances: 2.0 Å in the case of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} vs. 3.0 Å for
{Ru(Py5OMe)}. At the same time, the Ooxo –Ow distance is for both catalysts about
2.8 Å. This implies that the stronger base is able to attract the free nucleophile at larger
N–H distances. Those weak hydrogen-bonding interactions facilitate the exploration of the
configurational space in proximity of the reactive metal-oxo species, which inevitably leads
to the O–O bond formation.
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Figure 8: Free energy profile of the MEPs for the O–O bond formation as a function of CV1
(left) and CV2 (right) for the catalysts {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} and {Ru(Py5OMe)}.27
In the case of CV1, the reaction is subdivided into three distinctive phases, an analogous anal-
ysis in the case of CV2 is not expedient. The three phases of the reaction (pre-organization,
proton-transfer and the O–O bond formation) are indicated by vertical arrows. The num-
bers correspond to the three phases: (1) pre-organization, (2) proton-transfer, and (3) O–O
bond formation.
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Figure 9: FESs of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} (left) and {Ru(Py5OMe)} (right), reweighted
by the Ooxo –Ow distance (CV1) and the minimal N–H distance (CV2). The solid line serves
as a visual guide line for the base-assisted WNA, while the dashed line is a guess for the base-
independent WNA since there is no obvious MEP connecting the R and P3 state for both




In this section we will discuss the O–O bond formation by a base-assisted WNA. This
reaction involves the formation of the σOoxo−Ow and the σN−H bond as well as the cleavage
of the σOw−H bond. LMOs were used to monitor the formation and breakage of the chemical
bonds of interest during the course of the reaction (see Figure 10). Due to the open-shell
nature of the simulations the alpha and beta channels are analyzed separately. Only the
alpha channel is shown in Figure 10, an equivalent analysis for the beta channel as well as
complete analysis using the PBE functional can be found in the Supplementary information
(see Figures S4-S6).The main difference between the two channels is the presence of three
LMOs describing the Ru–Ooxo bond in the case of the beta channel as opposed by only two
LMOs in the alpha channel. The nature of LMOs involved in this bond can be categorized
into σ, π and π-like (see Figure S7). The mixing of the σ and π orbitals is a known limitation
of applied the Foster-Boys localization method.64 However, this is of minor relevance as
primarily the number of LMOs describing a chemical bond was analyzed and not the nature
of the latter.
The evaluation of the LMOs was conducted for a sequence of frames with a total length
of 1.7 ps that was extracted from the MetaD trajectory. In this sequence a reversible O–O
bond formation event takes place. For every 50th frame (i.e. every 0.025 ps) the LMOs
were analyzed as shown in Figure 10. At the beginning of the sequence, the nucleophile
explores O–O distances slightly larger than 2 Å. For those states LMOs describing all bonds
of interest can be found (i.e Ru–Ooxo, Ooxo –Ow , Ow –H, N–H). In the next phase, the
O–O distance increases to 2.4 Å and the R state is reached, where the LMOs describing the
Ooxo –Ow and the N–H bond are absent. The R state then continuously evolves into the P
state, passing through transition regions where again all four LMOs are present. In the P
state, the Ru–Ooxo bond is weakened as indicated by disappearance of a π-like LMO. The
flexibility of the P state in terms of its protonation state can be seen from the temporary
formation of an Ow –H bond. After remaining in P-like states for some time, the reaction
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re-explores a series of TS-like states where the proton is primarily bound to the nucleophile.
The presence or absence of LMOs describing the N–H bond highlights the importance of
the intra-molecular base that interacts with the nucleophile not only in the P like states but
also at larger Ooxo –Ow distances. Monitoring the SENs
65 of the same bonds (see Figure S8)
qualitatively leads to the same observations.
While this analysis gives a qualitative description of the reaction, it cannot give a definite
answer to the question - how is the O–O bond formed i.e. is it a two or one electron
process and which MOs are primarily involved. Han and Luber recently performed complete
active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) simulations71,72 for the O–O bond formation
catalyzed by {Ru(Py5OMe)}. They found the O–O bond to be formed mainly by a two
electron insertion as described by the determinant showing the largest weight in the CASSCF
calculation.73 The latter originates from the lone pair of the nucleophile and is inserted into
the π∗ orbital of the Ru–Ooxo. This is contrary to two consecutive one electron transfers as
suggested for an iron-aqua complex by Bernasconi et al. using AIMD.69
The LMOs analysis used in this work implies for certain frames a single occupation
of the Ru–Ooxo bond. This, however is likely a consequence from our selection rule (i.e.
contributions larger than 10%) rather an actual indication of a one-electron reaction. On
the other hand, in analogy to Han and Luber, we observe the insertion of two electrons
into the π∗ MOs of the Ru–Ooxo bond which results in the disappearance of a π-like LMO
describing the Ru–Ooxo bond in both spin channels.
73
In addition to the LMOs and SENs we also analyzed Mulliken spin density differences
although one should keep in mind possible associated shortcomings. Throughout the whole
O–O bond formation the unpaired electron is shared between the metal center and the Ooxo
ligand (see Figures S7). The unpaired electron is delocalized over the Ru–O bond for all
intermediates. In agreement with the observations of Shao et al. both oxygen atoms of the
hydroperoxo species in the P state possess some spin density indicating a localized electron
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Figure 10: Visualization of the LMOs of the α channel that are characteristic for the base-
assisted WNA. The atomistic structures along a representative reaction path are extracted
from the MetaD simulation (see Figure 2 - 3rd trace from top, at about 56 ps)
Conclusions
The validity of rationally designed WOCs depends on the methods used to simulate their
properties. Because of the high computational cost the inclusion of solvent dynamics and
other effects at ambient temperature are often neglected. Accounting for such effects, we
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obtained novel insights on the crucial interplay of a rationally designed WOC and its sur-
rounding during the O–O bond formation.
Particularly, we have rationalized the effect of a modification to the Py5 ligand framework
of a Ru-based WOC by applying forefront ab initio molecular dynamics in combination with
enhanced sampling methods. In order to elucidate how the substitution at the pyridyl
fragment enhances the basicity of the dangling base and alters the O–O bond formation, in
particular its effect on the solvation shell, we performed MetaD simulations according to a
simulation protocol established recently in our group.27
Applying the same combination of CVs to monitor the O–O bond formation and the
protonation state of the nucleophile as well as the intramolecular base, we showed that the
rationally designed WOC {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} follows an analogous reaction path as
{Ru(Py5OMe)}. This was achieved by identifying the MEP on the FES that was re-
constructed from the MetaD simulation. The FES of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} features the
same extrema as the ones of {Ru(Py5OMe)}. The main difference is the obvious energetic
inequality of the base-assisted and base-independent reaction pathway, even without project-
ing the FES onto a three-dimensional reaction coordinate. This highlights the importance
of the dangling base for the O–O bond formation reaction.
Comparing the energetics of the MEPs for the two catalysts we find, in agreement with
our previous study applying static-DFT simulations, {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)} to have a
lower activation energy than {Ru(Py5OMe)}. Despite the vast difference in terms of
methods, a reasonable agreement between the activation energies obtained by the static-
DFT simulations and the MetaD simulations is achieved.
Analyzing the energy profile of the MEPs for the two WOCs in terms of the contributions
from the two CVs led to the identification of three phases of the reaction. At later stages
of the MEPs, i.e. the proton-transfer and the O–O bond formation, the energetics of both
catalysts was found to be similar. On the other hand, the energetics of the initial phase
of the reaction was found to clearly favor {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}. This phase is of high
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relevance since it considers the formation of a hydrogen bond between the nucleophile and
the base as well as the exploration of spatial orientation of the nucleophile with respect to
the metal-oxo species that is suitable for the O–O bond formation.
In the case of {Ru(pOMePy5OMe)}, we identified the formation of a weak hydrogen
bond interaction between the nucleophile and the intramolecular base to be the main cause
for the lower activation energy. This intrinsic property could not have been observed by the
static-DFT approach applied in our previous studies and therefore highlights the need to use
techniques methods such as MetaD to properly describe reactions in the condensed phase.2
In addition to the comparison of the two WOCs, we also analyzed in detail the O–O
bond formation for representative states of a selected bond formation event observed during
the MetaD simulations. Monitoring the LMOs for each frame showed that the O–O bond
formation process is a concerted mechanism that involves the formation of two bonds, while
at the same time two other bonds are either broken or weakened. Analyzing the nature of
the LMOs suggests a radical nature of the metal oxo species as well as a weakening of the
Ru–Ooxo bond as a consequence of the bond formation.
Overall, we have shown that ab initio molecular dynamics in combination with enhanced
sampling methods and sophisticated consideration of the solvent environment can help ratio-
nalize the effects of ligand modifications, that go beyond modifying the electronic structure
of catalysts involving specifically substrate-catalysts interactions.
The development of novel WOCs is currently still primarily driven by empiric observa-
tions. In order to come up with economically viable WOCs we cannot solely rely on such
approaches. Informed design can potentially lead to the discovery of novel or the improve-
ment of existing catalysts. While it is tempting to screen lots of potential candidates using
computationally inexpensive approaches we still need to be aware of the limitations of those
approaches. With this study we have shown that it is advisable to complement inexpensive
approaches with more demanding simulations at ambient conditions including a more realis-
tic description of the environment such as the solvent dynamics for a deeper understanding
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of the reaction mechanism and the exploration of novel design criteria.
Supporting Information
Schematic representation of catalysts, definition of restraining potentials, block averages
- dependencies on block number, LMO analysis of beta channel and employing the PBE
functional, visualization of relevant LMOs, SEN analysis, description of structural features
of key intermediates, Mulliken spin density differences analysis
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